Abstract
Introduction
With the rapid development of Internet, information inflates day by day. Internet bring people with not only convenience but also waste messages, the existence of which badly affect people's mental health. As a effective solution, information filtering technology not only provides users with interesting information but also filters sensitive information(such as violence, eroticism and so on).
TREC divides information filtering into three sub-tasks [1] ： streams, batch filtering, adaptive filtering and four parts: user model, filtering model, correlative threshold and adaptive learning. User model describes information needs of users; filtering model estimates the correlation of information and user model; threshold is used to set the standard of correlation; adaptive learning gives consideration to update user model and optimize filtering model. In the course of establishing and optimizing filtering model, features' weight directly influence filtering precision [2] . In order to achieve the goal of high effective filtering, most research turns to optimize filtering model based on adjusting features' weight. The paper proposes a method based on GA and chooses average fitness of individuals as evaluating indicator to optimize filtering model. The experimental results show that this method can obviously optimize filtering effect.
Related study
Weight adjusting strategy based on feature items' discrimination greatly improves the filtering effect. But there are two extremes of this strategy: first, it will possibly cause certain words' weight greatly change to make the filtering result incorrect; second, little change of weight couldn't achieve optimal effect.
To solve above-mentioned question Ref. [3] made improvements. For the first problem, it proposes that feature items' discrimination multiplied by a factor to avoid volatility in weight. For the second problem, it uses iterative repetition to adjust weights to obtain satisfactory classification results. Though the adjusting strategy improves the filtering efficiency, there is still a problem that fixed template exist drift phenomenon in allusion to dynamic change of users' interest. In order to capture the drift, people begin to introduce feedback mechanism.
Ref. [4] proposed a method which makes use of feedback to modify each component value of user interest vector. However, each component of user interest vector is fixed, which won't change when dealing with feedback. So if selected improperly, the method will directly affect filtering effect. Related study turns to study incremental relevance feedback strategy which deals with users' feedback information and adopts the method of counting word frequency to select feature items to add to the initial filtering template.
On the basis of incremental feedback, Ref. [5] proposes an improved adaptive text filtering model which adopts incremental training thinking. The model provides two related search mechanisms and combines retrieval model and improves Rocchio feedback algorithm to keep system self-learning to optimize filtering template.
According to the above-mentioned articles, the paper proposes a feature-denoising method based on average fitness of population. Set similarity among individuals as fitness to judge features' importance and misclassified documents of test datasets as feedback [6] . Combining GA with feedback, we choose the best features of feedback datasets to adjust and optimize the filtering template.
3. Feature-denoising based on average fitness of genetic population
1. Establish filtering template
In the course of creating the filtering template [7] based on vector space model, filtering template uses the key words vector C=(w 1 ,w 2 ，…,w i ,…,w n ) to express, where n is dimension of vector space, w i is the i th feature item's weight. Choose training sets to create the filtering template. First, segregate training sets and calculate feature items' weight as(1). For n training texts, we use vector Cj=（Wj1，Wj2，…,Wjk，…）to represent each training text . To enhance features' stability, calculate centre of gravity of the features
vector including many noise. Choose features vector which has filtered noise as initial filtering template.
2. The application of GA in feedback
GA possesses a random and global search capability [8] and has unrivalled advantages than other algorithms. It is a probability search techniques based on the evolution and genetic mechanisms. Groups search policies and information exchange among individuals is GA's characteristics. GA is especially applicable to large-volume and complex search space [9] . Research shows that algorithm introduced into text processing particularly Chinese text information filtering is very rare. It is primarily used for feature selection and to create class template. To capture user interest demand, the strategy which combining GA with related feedback becomes research hot [10] . This paper primarily trains feedback sets to optimize filtering template. The process is as follows: (1) Set genetic parameter such as crossover probability and variation probability for genetic operation.
(4) Decide whether to terminate genetic operation This paper mainly uses evolutional generation to set termination conditions. If the i th circulation of evolution has already reached the max evolutional generation, output the best subsets of the individuals, or turn to(3). is the contribution to individual fitness when average fitness of the i th gene whose value is 0. The larger i σ , the more important the i th gene is [11] . To optimize original filtering template, calculate the value σ of each gene of all individuals in the last generation of GA. For each i σ ，if it is more than a setted threshold t calculated as (6) , add it to the optimal feature subsets of the category to choose best represent features of this category from feedback datasets. Create category center vector ) ,..., , ( Figure 2 shows F1-value of each category obviously improved especially the economics category. Table 2 shows the whole performance is improved to a certain degree. The experimental results prove the weight adjusting strategy is very valid which not only optimize the template, but also accelerates the learning speed.
Weight adjusting policy

2. Experimental results analysis
Conclusion
In this paper, misclassification documents of the test datasets are collected and trained with weight adjusting method based on population average fitness to optimize filtering template. Experimental results show that the template optimization strategy is effective. The weight adjusting strategies improves the filtering effect. However, if there're too many test datasets and misclassification documents, many new introduced features are not representative and there is still the risk of template drift. In future studies, we will continue to study weight adjusting strategy to extract the theme of misclassification documents to select better features to optimize the filtering effect.
